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Berenberg Macro Flash 
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Berenberg: -2.0 

 
Trade is not Germany’s problem Trade is not Germany’s problem Trade is not Germany’s problem Trade is not Germany’s problem as exports have been growing robustly this year despite the Putin shock and 
emerging market travails. German exports declined by 0.5% mom in October, but that marginal decrease after a 
5.5% mom increase in September leaves October exports 1.0% higher than the Q3 average. Imports, meanwhile, 
corrected more sharply. But despite a 3.1% mom decline in October, they are down by merely 0.2%. While still-
fragile domestic might have been holding back import growth, the drop in the oil price which began in October, is 
likely to have had the much bigger impact. Consumers and companies will increasingly benefit from sharply low-
er prices for oil imports since the end of September this year. 
 
Europe is by now the stability anchor of German exports againEurope is by now the stability anchor of German exports againEurope is by now the stability anchor of German exports againEurope is by now the stability anchor of German exports again, with exports to the currency zone up by 2.5% 
yoy in the first ten months of the year, only surpassed by non-euro EU members, where exports expanded by 9.8% 
yoy in the same period. Exports to the rest of the world also increased, but more modestly: the expansion by 1.7% 
yoy in the first 10 months of 2014 conceals a wide divergence between weakness in some emerging markets on 
the one handside and robust export growth to the US on the other. We expect German exports to continue to grow 
nicely throughout the rest of the year and in 2015 as German companies enjoy a strong competitive position, im-
portant developed export markets are growing nicely or rebounding and the weaker euro helps a bit on global 
markets. 
 
    
German German German German tradetradetradetrade 
    OCTOCTOCTOCT    SEPSEPSEPSEP    AUGAUGAUGAUG    JULJULJULJUL    JUNJUNJUNJUN    MAYMAYMAYMAY    

Exports, % mom sa -0.5 5.5 -5.8 4.8 0.9 -1.1 

Imports, % mom sa -3.1 5.2 -1.3 -1.4 3.6 -2.6 

Trade Balance, €bn 22.0 22.1 14.1 23.5 16.6 17.8 

 
Source: Statistisches Bundesamt 
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